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John Pilson began his career as a photographer.  He added video to his repertoire when, according to Pilson, desktop publishing made the “solitary 
process of thinking about and within a subject, of walking away and redoing” possible.  Pilson’s career has risen rapidly since.  He has exhibited at 
the Venice Biennale, the Guggenheim and the Museum of Modern Art, New York.  
 
Shortly after Pilson received his MFA from Yale University, he found night and weekend work in an office.  Taking advantage of the dead time, Pilson 
filmed a co-worker to create Mr. Pickup, 
the first of several videos that integrate 
corporate environments. According to 
Pilson, office space was not chosen to 
critique big business, but for its banality 
– its potential as a blank slate, “… I’m 
not interested in the environment for my 
work, in the sense that it is content-
based. It’s about what you see, not 
about the space in which you see it.”  In Clean Lines, Pilson takes action out of the office and into the houses of close friends.   
 
The title, Clean Lines, reflects the geometry of this video’s compositions – the line of a roof, the horizon line of the sea and repeated stalks of 
bamboo. The fractured narrative, however, is anything but linear. The video’s events shuffle on and off the screens as if freed from chronology.  The 
low-keyed nature of the scenes makes even minor occurrences like breaking glass or an opening blind resonate with purpose.  Pilson also mixes 
interior and exterior views, inviting audiences to fluently move in and out of the subjects’ lives.  Filmed in and around three homes, Clean Lines is an 
intimate, ambiguous portrait of upper-middle class people and their environments. By carving up the narrative and then serving viewers 
recontextualized  images, actions and sound, Pilson manages to create a humanistic symphony. 


